
TEX beauties and oddities

A permanent call for TEX pearls

What is wanted:

. short TEX or METAPOST macro/macros (A4 page or a screen at most),

. the code should be generic; potentially understandable by plain-oriented users,

. results need not be useful or serious, but language-specific, tricky, preferably non-obvious,

. obscure oddities, weird behaviour, dirty tricks and traps in all typesetting-related technology are all
welcome,

. the code should be explainable in a couple of minutes.

The already collected pearls can be found at http://www.gust.org.pl/pearls. All pearl-divers and pearl-
growers are kindly asked to send the pearl-candidates to pearls@gust.org.pl, where Paweł Jackowski, our
pearl-collector, is waiting impatiently. The pearls market-place is active during the entire year, not just
before the annual BachoTEX Conference.

Note: The person submitting pearl proposals and/or participating in the BachoTEX pearls session does not
need to be the inventor. Well known hits are also welcome, unless already presented at one of our sessions.

Since some seasoned TEX programmers felt indignant of calling ugly TEX constructs “Pearls of TEX program-
ming”, we decided not to iritate them any longer. We hope they will accept “TEX beauties and oddities” as
the session title.

If you yourself have something that fits the bill, please consider. If you know somebody’s work that does,
please let us know, we will contact the person. We await your contributions even if you are unable to attend
the conference. In such a case you are free either to elect one of the participants to present your work or
“leave the proof to the gentle reader” (cf. e.g. http://www.math.wichita.edu/~richardson/behold.html).

Needless to say that all contributions will be published in a separate section of the conference proceedings,
possibly also reprinted in different TEX bulletins.



Enrico Gregorio
Unicode engine detection revised

We want to test whether we are using an engine like LuaTEX or XeTEX that supports Unicode. The 2009
pearl by Arthur Reutenauer is very nice and compact, but it needs a proper UTF-8 character. Here is
another test that uses only ASCII.

\newif\ifunicodeengine
\begingroup
\catcode‘\ˆ=7 \catcode30=12 % just in case: 30 is ‘\ˆˆˆ
\def\gobble#1{}
\edef\next{\gobbleˆˆˆˆ0021}
\expandafter\endgroup
\ifx\next\empty\unicodeenginetrue\else\unicodeenginefalse\fi

With an 8-bit engine, \gobble will swallow only ˆˆˆ (ASCII 30), leaving \next expand to ˆ0021, while
LuaTEX and XeTEX have the extended ˆˆˆˆ convention that will make \gobble eat up ˆˆˆˆ0021, leaving
\next expand to nothing. We just hope that! (ASCII 0x21) has not category code 9 or 14! And that \empty
is still empty.



Marcin Woliński
Reversing text in 36 bytes (can you do better?)

Jan Šustek presented a pearl titled “Reversing text in 55 bytes” the previous year. It comprised the following
macro for sending puzzle messages via SMS:

\def\##1{\ifx.#1\def\#{˜.}\else\edef˜{#1˜}\fi\#}\def˜{}\#dlrow\ olleH.

Since length counts in text messages we propose the following version, which is only 36 bytes (if we count
the total length of the macro definition and a call on “Hello world.” we get 70 bytes in Šustek’s version and
51 in ours):

\def˜#1#2˜{\ifx˜#2˜#1\else˜#2˜#1\fi}˜.dlrow\ olleH˜

Let’s trace the macro expansion:

˜.dlrow\ olleH˜
˜dlrow\ olleH˜.
˜lrow\ olleH˜d.
˜row\ olleH˜ld.
˜ow\ olleH˜rld.
˜w\ olleH˜orld.
˜\ olleH˜world.
˜olleH˜\ world.
˜lleH˜o\ world.
˜leH˜lo\ world.
˜eH˜llo\ world.
˜H˜ello\ world.
Hello\ world.

The beauty of this macro lies in symmetry: in the definition the tokens between \ifx and \else are exactly
the same as tokens between \else and \fi.
Can you do any better?



Kees van der Laan
Pythagorean tree

/sq{ 0 0 moveto s 0 rlineto 0 s rlineto s neg 0 rlineto
closepath stroke } def

/pythagoreantree { sq % draw the square
1 sub dup 0 ge
{ gsave

0 s translate 45 rotate .7071 dup scale % transform user space
pythagoreantree % do it again, Sam
grestore
.5 s mul 1.5 s mul translate
-45 rotate .7071 dup scale % transform user space
pythagoreantree % do it again, Sam

} if 1 add
} def
/s 50 def
11 pythagoreantree pop
showpage

Bosboom drew the tree in the 1940-ies by hand, Lauwerier (1986): Fractals, meetkundige figuren in eindeloze
herhaling, Aramith, programmed them nonrecursively in Basic, and me, captivated by the path datastructure
and its operators, in METAFONT in the mid-90-ies. Undoubtedly many others have drawn the tree since
the PC entered our homes. It was an illustration in the 1972 CWI calendar, from which I borrowed the
π-decimals 2010 pearl.
However, PostScript, which is with us for 30 years already, mind you, allows to transform, rotate and scale
user space. A very powerful facility, and together with recursion extremely useful for drawing these kind of
fractals, where it is all about one element, redrawn translated, scaled or rotated.
The Thinking in PostScript (1990) book (for free on the WWW) states that it is silly to program fractals
in PS. No longer true since we can transform PS into PDF, canned for inclusion in TEX documents.
More about Pythagoras Trees soon in MAPS!



Bogusław Jackowski
Computing the area surrounded by a cyclic path
The following code computes the area surrounded by a cyclic path. Its idea is stemmed from the discussion
between Dan Luecking and Larry Siebenmann on MF/MP Discussion List.

vardef area(expr p) = % p is a Bézier segment; result = \int y dx
save xa, xb, xc, xd, ya, yb, yc, yd;
(xa,20ya)=point 0 of p;
(xb,20yb)=postcontrol 0 of p;
(xc,20yc)=precontrol 1 of p;
(xd,20yd)=point 1 of p;
(xb-xa)*(10ya + 6yb + 3yc + yd)
+(xc-xb)*( 4ya + 6yb + 6yc + 4yd)
+(xd-xc)*( ya + 3yb + 6yc + 10yd)

enddef;

vardef Area(expr P) = % P is a cyclic path; result = area of the interior
area(subpath (0,1) of P)
for t=1 upto length(P)-1: + area(subpath (t,t+1) of P) endfor

enddef;

show Area(fullcircle scaled 200);

Log file:

>> -31415.46234



Bogusław Jackowski
Winding number for Bézier splines

The fairly compact (although not especially efficient) MetaPost code given below can be used to compute a
winding angle of a path at a given point:

vardef mock_arclength(expr p) = % |p| -- Bézier segment
% |mock_arclength(p)>=arclength(p)|
length((postcontrol 0 of p)-(point 0 of p)) +
length((precontrol 1 of p)-(postcontrol 0 of p)) +
length((point 1 of p)-(precontrol 1 of p))

enddef;
vardef windingangle(expr p,q) = % |p| -- point, |q| -- Bézier segment

save a,b,v;
a=length(p-point 0 of q); b=length(p-point 1 of q);
if min(a,b)<2eps: % MP is not the master of precision, we’d better stop now

errhelp "It is rather not advisable to continue. Will return 0.";
errmessage "windingangle: point unsafely near Bézier segment (dist="

& decimal(min(a,b)) & ")";
0

else:
v:=mock_arclength(q); % |v| denotes both length and angle
if (v>=a) and (v>=b): % possibly too long Bézier arc

windingangle(p, subpath (0,1/2) of q)+windingangle(p, subpath (1/2,1) of q)
else:

v:=angle((point 1 of q)-p)-angle((point 0 of q)-p);
if v>180: v:=v-360; fi
if v<-180: v:=v+360; fi
v

fi
fi

enddef;

The operation windingangle can be used to compute a winding number, given a point and a curve, and to
determine the mutual position of two nonintersecting (also without selfintersections) cyclic curves, i.e., to
test whether one is embeded inside the other or not.

vardef windingnumber (expr p,q) = % |p| -- point, |q| -- Bézier spline
save a; a:=0;
for t:=1 upto length(q):

a:=a+windingangle(p, subpath(t-1,t) of q);
endfor
a/360

enddef;
tertiarydef a inside b =

if path a: % |and path b|; |a| and |b| must not touch each other
begingroup

save a_,b_; (a_,b_)=
(windingnumber(point 0 of a,b), windingnumber(point 0 of b,a));

(abs(a_-1)<eps) and (abs(b_)<eps)
endgroup

else: % |numeric a and pair b|
begingroup

(a>=xpart b) and (a<=ypart b)
endgroup

fi
enddef;



Nicola Vitacolonna
Objective METAPOST

In METAPOST, you declare variables like that:

pair p[], q; picture a[]b[]; string s[][];

Have you ever wished you could declare your own “data types” the same way? Now you can! No more
generisize! Just include the following pair of macros:

def _do_declare(text var) =
gobble begingroup

save [ ; save ] ; let [ = \ ; let ] = \ ;
if str var = "0": _eat? := false; def _eatvar = enddef; fi;

endgroup
endgroup
if _eat?: yield(var); fi;
gobble begingroup save , ; let , = ) ; _eatvar

enddef;
def declare(text type) text vars =

begingroup
save _eat ; boolean _eat? ; _eat? = true ;
save _eatvar; def _eatvar text t = _do_declare ( t enddef;
save yield; type;
gobble begingroup save , ; let , = ) ; _do_declare( vars ) 0 ); endgroup

endgroup
enddef;

Here is a contrived example of usage:

def cpaths =
def yield(text __) =

path __;
vardef __.c = center #@ enddef;

enddef;
enddef;
declare(cpaths) a[]b[], foo, bar[]; a1b2 = fullcircle; draw a1b2.c--(4,5);

Even templates are possible. For example, let us define a parametrised stack:

def _stack_impl(text type) =
def yield(text __) =

type __[]; numeric __;
vardef __.new = #@ := 0; enddef;
vardef __.push(expr v) = #@[incr(#@)] := v; enddef;
vardef __.pop = gobble(decr(#@)) enddef;
vardef __.top = #@[#@] enddef;

enddef;
enddef;
def stacks(text type) text vars = declare(_stack_impl(type)) vars; enddef;
stacks(string) P, Q[]R[], S[]; S0.new; S0.push("x"); show S0.top; S0.pop;

To define a new “data type”, just define a macro that defines yield. In yield’s body declare the “attributes”
(variables) and “methods” (vardefs) that make up your “objects”, using yield’s argument as a variable
prefix. Such definitions lead naturally to making heavy use of two real METAPOST gems: the implicit (and
underestimated) suffix parameters #@ and @. The possibilities are endless. The above is the cornerstone of
the author’s METAppeal library, in its early stage of development.
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